For baryons composed by the light quarks (q = u, d) we write spectral integral equation using the notion of two diquarks: (i) axial-vector state, D 1 1 , with the spin S D = 1 and isospin I D = 1 and (ii) scalar one, D 0 0 , with the spin S D = 0 and isospin I D = 0. We present spectral integral equations for the qD 0 0 and qD 1 1 states taking into account quarkdiquark confinement interaction.
Introduction
In the present paper we continue to investigate baryons as quark-diquark systems, qD 0 0 and qD 1 1 . Here we consider in detail the systematization which was suggested in [1, 2] . In [2] , a realistic classification of baryons was supposed. The introduction of diquarks allowed us to get a considerable decrease of excited states as compared to the quark model results of [3, 4, 5] , though exceeding experimental data [6] . An additional decrease of states may be due to the overlap of I = 1/2 states with S = 1/2.
The classification obtained in [2] results in the linearity of trajectories in the (J, M 2 ) and (n, M 2 ) planes; the trajectories are strictly ordered. A particular feature of the scheme is the prediction of the number of overlapping poles. The observation of two-pole and three-pole structures in the complex-M planes of partial amplitudes is a primary task in the verification of the scheme, while the next task consists in a writing and solving the spectral integral equation for quark-diquark systems with the aim to reconstruct the interaction. Such an equation should be similar to that written and solved before for thesystem [7] .
Addressing the quark-diquark scheme, we suppose that the excited baryons do not prefer to be three-body systems of spatially separated colored quarks. Instead, similarly to mesons, they are two-body systems of quark and diquark: q α D α = q α [ε αβγ q β q γ ], where ε αβγ is threedimensional totally antisymmetrical tensor which works in color space. Below, we omit color indices imposing the symmetry anzatz for the spin-flavor-coordinate variables of wave functions.
It is an old idea that a qq-system inside the baryon can be regarded as a specific objectdiquark. Thus, interactions with a baryon can be considered as interactions with quark, q, and two-quark system, qq: such a hypothesis was used in [8] for the description of the high-energy hadron-hadron collisions. In [9, 10, 11] , baryons were described as quark-diquark systems. In hard processes on nucleons (or nuclei), the coherentstate (composite diquark) can be responsible for interactions in the region of large Bjorken-x values, at x ∼ 2/3; deep inelastic scatterings were considered in the framework of such an approach in [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . More detailed considerations of the diquarks and their applications to different processes may be found in [17, 18, 19] .
Here we concentrate our efforts on writing equations for pure qD 
Technique for the description of fermions with large spin
Recall some necessary properties of angular momentum operators for two-particle systems and baryon projection operators. For more detail, see [20] and references therein.
Angular momentum operators for the two-particle systems
As in [20, 21] , we use angular momentum operators X
The operators are constructed from relative momenta k ⊥ µ and tensor g ⊥ µν . Both are orthogonal to the total momentum of the system:
The operator for L = 0 is a scalar (we write X (0) (k ⊥ ) = 1) and the operator for L = 1 is a vector, X
(1)
for L ≥ 1 can be written in the form of a recurrence relation:
We have the convolution equality X
On this basis, one can write down the normalization condition for the angular momentum operators:
where the integration is carried out over spherical variables: dΩ/(4π) = 1.
Iterating Eq. (2), one obtains the following expression for the operator X
For the projection operators, one has:
For higher states, the operator can be calculated, using the recurrent expression:
The projection operators obey the relations:
Hence, the product of two X L (k ⊥ ) operators results in the Legendre polynomials as follows:
where
Baryon projection operators (i) Projection operators for particles with
It is convenient to use the baryon wave functions
and obey the completeness condition
For a baryon with fixed polarization, one has to substitute:
with the following normalization for the polarization vector S 2 = −1 and the constraint (pS) = 0.
(ii) Projection operators for particles with J > 1/2.
The wave function of a particle with the momentum p, mass m and spin J = j + is given by a four-spinor tensor Ψ µ 1 ...µ j . It satisfies the constraints
and the symmetry properties
The equations (12), (13) define the structure of denominator of the fermion propagator (projection operator), which can be written in the following form:
The operator R
describes tensor structure of the propagator. It is equal to 1 for the (J = 1/2) particle and is proportional to g
The conditions (13) are the same for fermion and boson projection operators, therefore fermion projection operator can be written as follows:
The operator T
can be expressed in a simple form, so all symmetry and orthogonality conditions are imposed by O-operators. First, the T -operator is constructed of metric tensors only, which act in the space of ⊥ p and γ ⊥ matrices. Second, a construction like γ
), gives zero, when being multiplied by the O µ 1 ...µ j α 1 ...α joperator: the first term is due to the tracelessness condition and the second one to symmetry properties. The only structures, which can be thus constructed, are g
. Moreover, taking into account the symmetry properties of the O-operators, one can use any pair of indices from sets α 1 . . . α j and β 1 . . . β j , for example, α i → α 1 and β ℓ → β 1 . Then, 
The coefficients in (17) are chosen to satisfy the constraints (12) and convolution condition:
Spin projection operators are considered in a more detail in [20] .
Confinement singularities
Confinement singularities were applied to the calculation of levels in meson sector, tosystems [7] and heavy quark ones QQ [22, 23] . Here we apply confinement singularities to the quarkdiquark compound states.
(i) Meson sector
The linearity of the qq-trajectories in the (n, M 2 ) planes in meson sector [24] (experimentally, up to large n values, n ≤ 7) provides us the t-channel singularity V conf ∼ 1/q 4 which creates the barrier V conf ∼ r in the coordinate representation. The confinement interaction is twocomponent [7] :
The position oflevels and data on radiative decays tell us that singular t-channel exchanges are necessary both in the scalar (I ⊗ I) and vector (γ µ ⊗ γ µ ) channels. The t-channel exchange interactions (19) can take place both for white and color states, c = 1 + 8, though, of course, the color-octet interaction plays a dominant role.
The spectral integral equation for the meson-qq vertex (or forwave function of the meson) was solved by introducing a cut-off into the interaction (19) : r → re −µr . The cut-off parameter is small: µ ∼ 1 − 10 MeV; if µ is changing in this interval, the qq-levels with n ≤ 7 remain practically the same.
In [7, 22, 23] , the spectral integral equations were solved in the momentum representation -this is natural, since we used dispersion integration technique (see discussion in [20] ). In this representation, the interaction is re-written as follows:
Bearing in mind that in the framework of spectral integration (as in dispersion technique) the total energy is not conserved, we have to write
for the momentum transfer, where k 1 and k 2 are the momenta of the initial quark and diquark, while k ′ 1 and k ′ 2 are those after the interaction. The index ⊥ means that we use components perpendicular to total momentum p for the initial state and to p ′ for the final state:
Generally, we can write for the t-channel interaction block:
4 The qD The vertex for J = L + 1/2 with even L is equal to:
while for
(ii) The N J − vertices with odd L For odd L, the vertex for J = L + 1/2 is equal to:
while for J = L − 1/2:
We denote vertices (24)- (27) as follows:
The wave function of the qD 0 0 system reads:
where ψ (L,J P ) qD 0 0 (s) is its invariant part.
Confinement singularities in qD 0 0 interaction amplitude
Introducing the momenta of quarks and diquarks, we must remember that total energies are not conserved in the spectral integrals (like in dispersion relations). Hence, in general case
The interaction amplitude in the qD 0 0 system is written in the following form:
Recall, the singular block, I
(µ→0) N (q 2 ⊥ ), is given in (23) , and the operator Φ(k 2 ) refers to scalar diquarks.
Diquarks should be considered as composite particles, hence one can expect an appearance of form factors in the interaction block, correspondingly, α
The sum of interaction terms in (30) can be re-written in a compact form: The spectral integral equation for qD 0 0 system reads (see Fig. 1 ):
Here, the interaction block (the right-hand side of (32)) is presented using the spectral (dispersion relation) integral over ds ′ , and dφ 2 (P ′ ; k (28), (ii) the convoluted terms are integrated over final-state phase space of the qD 0 0 system:
We obtain:
The operators F
are given by Eqs. (14) and (28), correspondingly. We can re-write (34) incorporating the wave function ψ (L,J P ) qD 0 0 (s), which is determined in Eq. (29):
5 Spectral integral equations for qD 1 1 systems with I = 3/2
Here, we present equations for vertices, or wave functions, for the transitions ∆ J P → qD 1 1 with P = ±. Below, for the shake of simplicity, we consider ∆ ++ J P state: in this case it is necessary to take into account one quark-diquark channel only, namely, uD
. We omit isotopic indices, denoting the quark-diquark state as qD 
Vertices for the transition ∆
The qD ), orbital momentum (L) and total angular momentum (J). The parity (P ) is determined by L.
The systematization performed in [7] favors, in the first approximation, the consideration of quantum numbers S and L as good ones. Below, we follow this result.
Outgoing quark-diquark states with fixed S read:
Here, we use the operator (30) for spins 1/2 and 3/2, substituting M
The transition vertices for J = L ± 1/2 read:
Note that in (37), as in (25) and (27), we use the axial-vector operator iγ 5 γ ν ′ for the decreasing rank of the vertex at fixed L; recall also that P = + corresponds to even L and P = − to odd ones.
(ii) The transition vertices ∆ J ± at S = The transition vertices for J = |L + 3 2
| and P = (−1) L are written as follows:
(iii) The invariant wave functions of the qD 
Recall that relative momentum squared k 2 ⊥ depends on s only.
Confinement singularities in qD 1 1 interaction block
Introducing the momenta of quarks and diquarks, we should remember that total energies are not conserved in the spectral integrals (just as in dispersion relations), so s = s ′ .
The interaction amplitude for qD 1 1 system is written as follows. S-exchange:
V-exchange:
We can re-write the sum of interaction terms in (40) in a compact form: The spectral integral equation for qD 1 1 system with fixed total spin S = 1/2, 3/2, orbital momentum L and total angular momentum J P reads:
Here, as in case of the qD 0 0 system, the interaction block (the right-hand side of (43)) is written with the use of spectral integral over ds ′ , and dφ 2 (P ′ ; k 
= dφ 2 (p;
Conclusion
We have derived spectral integral equations for the simplest case, when quark-diquark system is a one-channel system: this is qD 0 0 for nucleon states and qD 1 1 for ∆ J states. Considering quark-diquark states, we take into account the confinement interaction only (Fig. 2a) that is a rather rough approximation. Still, the above-performed classification of baryon states [1, 2] gives us a hint that such an approximation may work qualitatively. More precise results need including and investigating other interactions, for example, the pion and u-channel quark exchanges (Figs. 2b and 2c) as perturbative admixture -for more detail see discussion in [1] . 
